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Abstract
The performance of different action recognition tech-
niques has recently been studied by several computer vision
researchers. However, the potential improvement in classi-
fication through classifier fusion by ensemble-based meth-
ods has remained unattended. In this work, we evaluate the
performance of an ensemble of action learning techniques,
each performing the recognition task from a different per-
spective. The underlying idea is that instead of aiming
a very sophisticated and powerful representation/learning
technique, we can learn action categories using a set of
relatively simple and diverse classifiers, each trained with
different feature set. In addition, combining the outputs of
several learners can reduce the risk of an unfortunate selec-
tion of a learner on an unseen action recognition scenario.
This leads to having a more robust and general-applicable
framework. In order to improve the recognition perfor-
mance, a powerful combination strategy is utilized based on
the Dempster-Shafer theory, which can effectively make use
of diversity of base learners trained on different sources of
information. The recognition results of the individual clas-
sifiers are compared with those obtained from fusing the
classifiers’ output, showing enhanced performance of the
proposed methodology.
1. Introduction
Fast and reliable recognition of human actions from cap-
tured videos has been a goal of computer vision for decades.
Robust action recognition has diverse applications includ-
ing gaming, sign language interpretation, human-computer
interaction (HCI), surveillance, and health care. Under-
standing gestures/actions from a real-time visual stream is
a challenging task for current computer vision algorithms
[1]. Over the last decade, spatial-temporal (ST) volume-
based holistic approaches and local ST feature representa-
tions have been reportedly achieved good performance on
some action datasets, but they are still far from being able
to express the effective visual information for efficient high-
level interpretation. On the other hand, interpreting human
actions from tracked body parts is a natural solution that
follows the mechanism of human visual perception.
Action recognition is considered a multi-class classifica-
tion task where each action type is a separate target class.
A classification system involves two main stages: selecting
and/or extracting informative features and applying a classi-
fication algorithm. In such a system, a desirable feature set
can reduce the burden of the classification algorithm, and a
powerful classification algorithm can work well even with
a low discriminative feature set. In this work, we aim to
enhance the efficiency of recognizing human actions by im-
proving the classification module. In particular, we argue
that the discriminative power of encoded information can-
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not be fully utilized by individual, single recognition tech-
niques. The weakness of single recognition techniques be-
comes more evident when the complexity of the recognition
problem increases, mainly when having many action types
and/or similarity of actions. Therefore, we propose the use
of an ensemble classification framework in order to improve
the efficiency, where each combination of a feature set and
a classifier is a human action learner, and the Dempster-
Shafer fusion method is used to effectively fuse the outputs
of different learners. In this way, the combined efficiency of
the ensemble of multiple classification solutions can com-
pensate for a deficiency in one learner. The experimental
results show that this strategic combination of these learn-
ers can significantly improve the recognition accuracy.
It is worth mentioning that there are two general ap-
proaches to employ the power of different representa-
tion/description techniques. First approach is to concatenate
the obtained feature sets (early fusion), and then to fed this
higher dimensional feature set to a single classifier. The sec-
ond approach, which has not been fully employed, is to train
different individual classifiers; each trained on a feature set,
and then efficiently combined in a late fusion fashion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work on action recognition, and
briefly introduces multiple classifiers systems. Section 3
presents the framework of our multi-classifier fusion for ac-
tion recognition. Section 4 evaluates the proposed system.
Finally, section 5 is the conclusion.
2. Related work
2.1. Action recognition
Various representational methodologies have been pro-
posed to recognize human actions/gestures. Based on ex-
tracted salient points or regions [14, 32] from ST volume,
several local ST descriptor methods, such as HOG/HOF
[15] and extended SURF [7] have been widely used for hu-
man action recognition from RGB data. Inspired from the
text mining area, the intermediate level feature descriptor
for RGB videos, Bag-of-Visual-Word (BoVW)[16, 29], has
been developed due to its semantic representation and ro-
bustness to noise. Recently, BoVW-based methods have
been extended to depth data. In [8], Bag-of-Visual-and-
Depth-Words defined to contain a vocabulary from RGB
and depth sequences. This novel representation was also
used to perform multi-modal action recognition.
Low-level local features are popular for representing
video information. State-of-the-art performance for large
scale action recognition has been achieved when combined
with a Bag-of-Words (BoVW) or Fisher vector feature rep-
resentation, and linear or non-linear Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) classification [30]. A recent evaluation by
Wang et al. [31] has shown how dense feature sampling
improves performance over local feature description of the
neighborhood of sparse interest points for action recogni-
tion.
Some of the most popular low-level features descriptors
are the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), the His-
tograms of Optical Flow (HOF), the Histograms of Oriented
3D spatio-temporal Gradients (HOG3D), and the Motion
boundary Histograms (MBH) descriptor, yielding remark-
able results on a variety of datasets for action recognition
in comparison with other state-of-the-art descriptors. HOG
captures the static appearance (gradient) information and
HOF captures the local motion (flow) information [15]. The
HOG3D descriptor [12] is a spatio-temporal volume repre-
sentation of gradients and generalizes the HOG concepts to
3D. The MBH descriptor were proposed by Dalal et al. [5]
for human detection by computing derivatives separately for
the horizontal and vertical components of the optical flow.
The descriptor encodes the relative motion between pixels,
locally constant camera motion is removed and information
about changes in the motion boundaries is kept, resulting in
more robustness to camera motion than optical flow.
Wang and Schmid proposed an approach based on the
recent improvement of low-level dense trajectory features
[30]. They extract local HOG, HOF and MBH feature de-
scriptors from dense trajectories, and apply Fisher vectors
to integrate them into a compact representation for each
video. Finally, a linear SVM with one-against-rest is em-
ployed for the multi-class action classification problem. us-
ing a histogram intersection kernel. Hence, these methods
are based on combination of multiple low-level features,
where the feature extraction involves cuboid computation
in a 3D spatio-temporal space.
2.2. Multiple classifier systems
The efficiency of pattern classification by a single classi-
fier has been recently challenged by multiple classifier sys-
tems [13, 24]. A multiple classifier system is a classifica-
tion system made up of an ensemble of individual classi-
fiers whose outputs are combined in some way to obtain
a final classification decision. In an ensemble classification
system, it is hoped that each base classifier will focus on dif-
ferent aspects of the data and will err under different situa-
tions [24]. However, the ensemble approach depends on the
assumption that single classifiers’ errors are uncorrelated,
which is known as classifier diversity in the background lit-
erature [33]. The intuition is that if each classifier makes
different errors, then the total errors can be reduced by an
appropriate combination of these classifiers.
Once a set of classifiers is generated, the next step is
to construct a combination function to merge their out-
puts, which is also called decision optimization. The most
straightforward strategy is the simple majority voting, in
which each classifier votes on the class it predicts, and the
class receiving the largest number of votes is the ensem-
ble decision. Other strategies for combination function in-
clude weighted majority voting, sum, product, maximum
and minimum, fuzzy integral, decision templates, and the
Dempster-Shafer (DS) based combiner [11],[13]. Inspired
by the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory of evidence [6], a com-
bination method is proposed in [25], which is commonly
known as the Dempster-Shafer fusion method. By inter-
preting the output of a classifier as a measure of evidence
provided by the source that generated the training data, the
DS method fuses an ensemble of classifiers.
In this work, after extracting a set of visual feature sets,
we train different action learning models whose outputs
are fused based on the DS fusion algorithm. As a result,
we show that we can merge predictions made from differ-
ent learners, trained in different feature spaces, with differ-
ent dimensionality in both feature space and action sam-
ple length. Following the multiple classifiers philosophy,
we show that the proposed ensemble approach outperforms
standard non-ensemble strategies for action recognition.
2.3. Dempster-Shafer fusion method
Let x ∈ Rn be a feature vector and Ω =
{ω1, ω2, . . . , ωc} be the set of class labels. Each classifier
hi in the ensembleH = {h1, h2, . . . , hL} outputs c degrees
of support. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
all c degrees are in the interval [0, 1]. The support that clas-
sifier hi, gives to the hypothesis that x comes from class ωj
is denoted by di,j(x). Clearly, the larger the support, the
more likely the class label ωj . The L classifier outputs for a
particular instance x can be organized in a decision profile,
DP (x), as the following matrix [13]:
DP (x) =









dL,1(x) · · · dL,j(x) · · · dL,c(x)

The Dempster-Shafer fusion method uses a decision
profile to find the overall support for each class and
subsequently labels the instance x in the class with the
largest support. In order to obtain the ensemble decision
based on DS fusion method, first, the c decision templates,
DT1, . . . , DTc, are built from the training data. Roughly
speaking, decision templates are the most typical decision
profile for each class ωj . For each test sample, x, the
DS method compare the decision profile, DP (x), with
decision templates. The closest match will label x. In order
to predict the target class of each test sample, the following
steps are performed [13][25]:
1. Build decision templates: For j = 1, . . . , c, cal-
culate the means of the decision profiles for all training
samples belonging to ωj . Call the mean a decision template







where Nj in the number of training samples belong to ωj .
2. Calculate the proximity: Let DT ij denote the ith
row of the decision template DTj , and Di the output of
the ith classifier, that is, the ith row of the decision profile
DP (x). Instead of similarity, we now calculate proximity
Φ, between DT ij and the output of classifier Di for the test
sample x:
Φj,i(x) =
(1 + ‖DT ij −Di(x)‖)−1∑c
k=1(1 + ‖DT ij −Di(x)‖)−1
(2)
where ‖.‖ is a matrix norm.
3. Compute belief degrees: Using Eq. (2), calcu-
late for each class j = 1, . . . , c and for each classifier
i = 1, . . . , L, the following belief degrees, or evidence, that










4. Final decision based on class support: Once the
belief degrees are achieved for each source (classifier),
they can be combined by Dempster’s rule of combination,
which simply states that the evidences (belief degree) from





bj(Di(x)), j = 1, . . . , c
where K is a normalizing constant ensuring that the total
support for ωj from all classifiers is 1. The DS combiner
gives a preference to class with largest µj(x).
3. Three approaches to action recognition
In this paper, we have utilized three different approaches
to recognize action categories. The first approach, is consid-
ered as a baseline for comparing with the second and third
ensemble-based approaches.
Approach 1: The straightforward approach to utilize the
five extracted feature sets is to combine them and generate
Figure 1. The framework of the proposed action classification system based on the Dempster-Shafer fusion of multiple classifiers.
a higher dimensional feature set. This feature set is fed into
a single classifier to recognize action classes.
Approach 2: In this approach, shown in Figure 1, dif-
ferent action representation techniques are first employed to
describe action samples. Then, each feature set is fed into
its corresponding classifier (learner); therefore an ensemble
of classifiers is generated. The outputs of these classifiers
are finally fused using an efficient combination method.
Approach 3: The third approach follows the underlying
idea of the Random Subspace Method (RSM)[9], in which
each classifier in the ensemble is trained using a random
subset of features. In this work, however, we first concate-
nated the five above mentioned feature sets. Then, a number
of feature subsets are randomly chosen from all features;
and then each feature set are used to train an individual
classifier. The outputs of ensemble of classifiers are then
combined.
For all approaches, first, we have applied five different
action description techniques: the well-known space-time
interest points (STIPs) method and four description tech-
niques based on the dense trajectory works of Wang et al.
[29, 30], including dense Trajectory, dense trajectories of
HOF descriptors, dense trajectories of HOG descriptors,
and dense trajectories of MBH descriptors. It is worth men-
tioning that extracted features are encoded using conven-
tional Bag-of-Words technique, resulting in histograms of
4000 bins. Therefore, five individual feature sets are gen-
erated, each having 4000 features for each sample. In this
work, concatenating five action description sets will build a
20,000 dimensional feature set.
4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
We evaluated the proposed approach on the UCF101
dataset, an extension of the UCF-50 dataset. UCF101 [27]
is a large action recognition database of real action videos,
collected from YouTube. The dataset consists of 13,320
videos belonging to 101 categories that are separated into
5 broad groups: Human-Object interaction (applying eye
makeup, brushing teeth, hammering, etc.), Body-Motion
(Baby crawling, push ups, blowing candles, etc.), Human-
Human interaction (Head massage, salsa spin, haircut, etc.),
Playing Instruments (flute, guitar, piano, etc.), and Sports,
as shown in Figure 2. Having 13,320 videos from 101 cat-
egories gives the largest diversity in terms of actions and
with the presence of large variations in camera motion, ob-
ject appearance and pose, object scale, viewpoint, cluttered
background, illumination conditions, etc., making it one of
the most challenging datasets to date for action recognition.
4.2. Experimental settings
To divide 13,320 instances into train and test sets, we
followed the division procedure proposed by the authors
of UCF101 [27], such that instances are divided into three
training/testing splits, where videos for each of the 25
groups remain separated. For classification, we chose SVM
Figure 2. The 101 actions categories included in the UCF101 dataset shown with a single frame. The color of the frame borders corresponds
to which of the five action types the action samples belong: (1) Human-Object Interaction, (2) Body-Motion Only, (3) Human-Human
Interaction, (4) Playing Musical Instruments, (5) Sports [27].
with the histogram intersection kernel [17] as the base clas-
sifiers.
4.3. Classification results
The summaries of the obtained accuracy with different
rival methods are reported in Table 1 using the UCF101
dataset. In addition, we have presented the accuracy of sin-
gle classifiers, each trained on five different individual fea-
ture sets.
As can be seen, the ensemble-based approaches have
remarkably improved the results. Specially, our third ap-
proach outperforms other state-of-the-art methods with an
overall accuracy of 75.05% by averaging over the three
training/testing splits. This is slightly better than [23, 18]
Figure 3. Confusion matrix of the ensemble classification system (third approach) for the UCF101 dataset. The green and red arrows
point towards image examples of action classes of low (billiards shot, punch and writing on board) and high (hammer throw and lunges)
confusion, respectively.
who reported an average accuracies of 73.39% and 73.10%,
and remarkably better than work of Karpathy et al., which
is based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), pre-
sented at CVPR 2014 [10]. In addition, the confusion ma-
trix of the third approach for the UCF101 dataset is shown
in Figure 3. In the figure, image examples of action classes
of low and high confusion are given. In general, the ac-
tions which result in the highest amount of confusions,
and thereby the lowest recognition accuracies, are actions
videos affected by a high amount of camera and/or back-
ground motion.
Figure 4 shows the classification accuracy of the third
ensemble-based approach as a function of the ensemble size
for UCF101 datasets. These observation is consistent with
the results of many studies, see [21, 9] as few examples, that
is, the ensemble classification performance first improves as
the ensemble size increases and then plateaus after a demar-
cation point, e.g., a value around 40-50 % accuracy.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents an ensemble classification frame-
work to address the multiple action recognition problem.
We designed a set of classifiers, each one trained over dif-
ferent feature sets. The overall performance of the ensem-
ble of classifiers is improved by fusing the classifiers using
the Dempster-Shafer combination theory. We compared the
Figure 4. Accuracy of ensemble classification method versus the
ensemble size.
classification results of the individual classifiers with those
obtained from fusing the classifiers by the Dempster-Shafer
combination method on UCF101 dataset, showing signifi-
cant performance improvements of the proposed methodol-
ogy. We also show performance improvements in relation
Table 1. Average recognition accuracies (%) for the UCF101 dataset in comparison to state-of-the-art.
Method (year) Overall Acc. Split 1 Acc. Split 2 Acc. Split 3 Acc.
Karpathy et al. [10] (2014) 65.4 - - -
Phan et al. [23] (2013) 73.39 71.10 73.67 75.39
Murthy et al. [18] (2013) 73.10 - - -
Rostamzadeh et al. [26] (2013) 70.50 70.45 69.80 71.27
Nga et al. [19] (2013) 66.26 65.16 66.73 66.90
Cho et al. [4] (2013) 65.95 65.22 65.39 67.24
Paez et al. [22] (2013) 65.68 65.31 65.48 66.23
Chen et al. [3] (2013) 64.30 63.41 65.37 64.12
Burghouts et al. [2] (2013) 63.46 62.01 63.46 64.90
Nga et al. [20] (2013) 60.10 - - -
Wang et al. [28] (2013) 54.74 54.76 55.16 54.29
Soomro et al. [27] (2012) 43.90 - - -
Single feature set
STIP + BoVW 42.56 42.12 41.89 43.67
Dense Trajectory - HOF 51.10 50.19 51.76 51.35
Dense Trajectory - HOG 46.59 46.47 46.69 46.60
Dense Trajectory - MBH 62.93 62.54 62.78 63.46
Dense Trajectory - TR 49.88 49.76 50.05 49.83
Employing different feature set
Approach 1: Baseline (Early feature fusion) 60.73 61.13 60.11 60.95
Approach 2: Ensemble-based 69.10 69.43 68.09 69.79
Approach 3: Ensemble-based (RSM) 75.05 75.11 74.80 75.23
to state of the art methods on the UCF101 dataset.
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